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 OMAX JetMachining® Systems are especially designed for    
 fabricators, architects and artists

” Our OMAX® has turned our retail-based granite fabrication shop into a full-fl edged design 

center. We utilize the latest CNC and cutting equipment available, but the work done on 

our machine is what has differentiated our product from the competition. And we’re no 

longer limited to cutting stone—glass and metal are now seamlessly integrated into many 

of our retail and commercial products. Plus, the software is user-friendly and the customer 

support has been excellent.”  Larry Hajali, Stone Age, Anaheim, CA

OMAX—Architectural Fabrication and Stone Processing Benefi ts: 

1. Easy to load and position 

materials on the OMAX 

table surface.  

2. The OMAX cutting head easily 

moves completely off the table.  

Once the material is fixed into 

place the nozzle is moved into the 

desired start location.

3. The OMAX can 

accommodate large slabs of 

material and has the ability 

to cut underwater for cleaner 

and quieter operation.

4. Production is simple. 

Once cutting is complete, 

move the nozzle and 

remove your fi nished part.

For more information on the complete 

line of OMAX products and accessories, 

call us today or visit our website.
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“ The waterjet changed the way we do 

business.  It has opened up many doors 

and allows us to be even more diverse.”  

            Adam Stern 

            Leed Himmel Industries, Inc.

            Hamden, CT

“ The great thing about our OMAX is that 

we use it for everything. Marble or tile 

inlays, solid surfaces, steel, wood, titanium, 

aluminum, magnesium, even glass – you 

name it, we cut it. And it’s so simple. No 

tool changes or complex set-up to slow 

you down.”

              John Kramarich

            Waterjet Extreme Technologies, Inc.

            Great Falls, Montana
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Speed:   Use the OMAX software to quickly create the tool path. 

Minimal machine set-up time—no complex fi xturing needed

Quality:  Finished parts need no secondary processes

Versatility:  Create parts in a wide variety of materials

Precision:   Machine parts with a dynamic positioning accuracy 

up to ±.001"

Turn architectural features into artistic statements with OMAX Abrasivejet Machining.

OMAX has designed a versatile line of waterjet machining equipment 
suitable for architectural and artistic expression.

From functional metal work to practical fl ooring to purely artistic expressions, JetMachining 

Centers® provide a cost-effective alternative to traditional processes like foundry casting, stone 

saw cutting, and inconsistent “step and repeat” reproduction. The OMAX cuts complex and 

intricate designs accurately and precisely – even when the design calls for challenging materials 

such as stone, glass and metal.

Architects, builders, designers and artists are harnessing the 
creative power of water.

OMAX systems are ideal for anyone interested in creating unique products for exterior uses and 

interior spaces. Once a conceptual idea is drawn in the computer, it can quickly be produced into 

personalized artistic appointments or multiple mechanical parts for fi xtures and hardware with minimal 

pre-production processing. Functional prototyping can be created for evaluation and integrity testing before full 

production as well as “just-in-time” production to control costs and inventories for complex projects like offi ce 

buildings and hotels. 

If you can conceive it, OMAX can machine it in any material.

Virtually all of the traditional materials used in architectural fabrication can easily be machined with an OMAX. Granite, 

travertine, sodalite, limestone, most pure metals and alloys, glass, vitreous/glazed tiles, and synthetics such as Corian*, 

Zodiaq*, or Silestone* provide unlimited creative possibilities. And, because of the speed and ease of programming, 

designers can integrate a variety of materials into one stunning design. OMAX gives you total creative freedom.

Why OMAX is the number one choice 
for fabricators, architects and artists:

 •  Intuitive software allows you to scan a drawing, develop a data 
fi le from the scan, and then cut the part immediately.

 •  Systems are designed for maximum fl exibility. You can switch from 
one material to another with no tool changes and minimal set-up.

 •  ToolPath Text feature and support for True Type Fonts provides 
maximum creative expression. Perfect for signage and 
personalized creations.

 •  Complex, intricate inlay designs can be created quickly and 
accurately.

 • Virtually any material can be cut fast up to 6" in thickness.

 • Tight tolerances can be held for intricate designs and inlays.

 •  The Model 80160 can handle sheets of material up to 80"x160". 
An optional two-cutting head system with adjustable Y-spacing is 
available for even faster machining.

 •  Cutting heads can move off the table for easier material loading 

with a forklift or crane.

“ Walk through a Las Vegas mega-resort and OMAX 

technology surrounds you. The level of innovation and 

design can certainly be challenging, plus casino clients 

submit jobs in a wide variety of formats with demands for 

24-hour turn-around. We can’t gamble. We only have one 

shot to get it right, so we rely heavily on the fl exibility and 

accuracy of OMAX software for importing and converting 

a wide variety of fi les.”  Charlie Smith, Pro Cutting, Las Vegas

Detailed cuts

or tight fitting

metal inlays, like

this palm tree,

are no problem

with an OMAX
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